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SOLVABILITY OF THE EQUATION Agu + Su" = Su ON MANIFOLDS
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(Communicated by Peter Li)

»

Abstract. For the negative Yamabe invariant and S < 0, we obtain that the

equation Agu + Sua = Su has a positive solution if and only if the supremum

of the Yamabe invariant over all smooth coverings of the 0-level set of S is

positive.

0. INTRODUCTION

Suppose M is a compact manifold of dimension n > 3 with a Riemannian

metric g. The conformai scalar curvature equation on M is as follows:

(*) Agu + Sua = Su

on M, where a = (n + 2)/(n -2), Ag is the Laplacian of g, R =

4(n - l)S/(n - 2) is the scalar curvature of g, and R = 4(n - l)S/(n - 2)

is the prescribed scalar curvature of g = uA^n~2^g. The linear part of (*) is

the conformai Laplacian of g on M, Lg = -Ag + S. Using the conformai
Laplacian Lg, we define the Yamabe invariant (or Sobolev quotient) of g on
M as

Q(M,g)=     inf    <^Ä
*ec~(A0     U\\2

where ( , )g is the L2 -inner product with respect to the Riemannian measure
of g and || • ||p is the Z/'-norm with p = 2n/(n - 2). The Yamabe invariant

is a conformai invariant; i.e., it is a constant in the conformai class of g (cf.
[Au]).

In §1 we shall consider equation (*) in the case of Q(M, g) < 0. In this

case, by a conformai deformation of g on M we may arrange S to be a

negative constant -X  (X > 0) (cf. [Tr]). So, equation (*) can be written as

(I) Agu + Su" = -Xu

on M.  In [KW1], Kazdan and Warner obtained that, if ¡SdVg < 0, then

there is a positive constant y o = Vo(S) such that for 0 < X < yo equation
(I) has a positive solution; for X > yo it has no positive solutions. Moreover,
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if S < O, then the constant y0 = oo ; i.e., for all X > 0 equation (I) has a

positive solution. Kazdan and Warner further conjectured that the constant

Jo — oo if and only if S < 0, which is similar to the result on Riemann

surfaces (cf. [KW2]). In §1 we shall show that Kazdan and Warner's conjecture

is false and give a fairly complete answer to this problem (see Corollary 1 in §1).

After obtaining this result we learned that Ouyang has worked on this problem

independently, using a different method (cf. [Ou]). We note that our approach

is much shorter and that our results differ somewhat from Ouyang's (cf. Remark

following Proposition 1 in §1).
From a geometric point of view, it is desirable to obtain a conformally in-

variant condition on the solvability of (I). In fact, such a conformally invariant
condition will then apply to the solvability of (*) as well. In §11 we obtain a

conformally invariant condition for Q(M, g) < 0 and S < 0 : equation (*)
has a positive solution on M if and only if the supremum of the Yamabe invari-

ant over all smooth coverings of the 0-level set of S is positive (see Theorem
A' in §11).

We also consider in §111 the solvability of (*) on the noncompact manifold

obtained by deleting a submanifold from M. Let Y c M be a closed subman-

ifold of dimension k, and let M = M\T. Denote p(x) = dist(x, T). In [Mc]
McOwen recently posed a problem as follows: suppose k > (n - 2)/2 and the

function S e C°°(M) satisfies

-AX<S<-A2   asp^O,

for Ax > A2 > 0 (but S could be zero or positive somewhere in M) ; does

equation (*) have a positive solution u on M satisfying

Cl/,-2/(a-l) > u > Cip-2l(o-l)     as p ^ o ^

where Cx > C2 > 0 ? In §111 we obtain complete results on the case that S < 0

(see Theorem B' in §111).

I. The case on compact manifolds

In this section, we investigate equation (I) on M. Let us define the first

eigenvalue of -Ag on open sets with the Dirichlet boundary condition and

the constant X* for a function S which will decide the existence of a positive

solution of (I).

Definition 1. (a) For a connected open set U with one-codimensional smooth

boundary in M, define the first eigenvalue of - Ag on U to be

sm2dvg
¿ecfV)   ¡<t>2dVg   ■

A,(-A. ;£/)=,  inf

(b) Denote by II the collection of all open sets V of the form V = (j{U¡; : i =

1,2,...}, where the union is disjoint and each £/, is open with one-codimen-

sional smooth boundary, and define the first eigenvalue of -Ag on V to be

Xx(-Ag;V) = inf{Xx(-Ag;Ui):i}.

Definition 2. Let a function S e C°°(M) be negative somewhere, and let ilc

denote the c-level set of S: £lc — {x e M : S(x) > c}. Define the constant X*
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for the 0-level set Q0 of S by

X* = sup{Ai(-A^; V): V d Í20 and V e II}.

Remarks. In Definition 1(b), the volume of V is always finite. If V has in-

finitely many components U¡, then Vo1(l7,) -> 0, which implies Xx (-Ag ; £/,-) -+

oo . Therefore, the infimum in (b) can always be reached. In Definition 2, the

condition that S is negative somewhere is reasonable, since JSdVg<0 is a

necessary condition for the existence of a positive solution of (I) (cf. [KW1,

Proposition 4.5]). Also, £lo ^ M implies that the constant X* is positive or
infinite.

Next, we introduce the following main theorem.

Theorem A. Suppose a function S£C°°(M) is nonpositive on M and negative
somewhere.

(a) For 0 < X < X* equation (I) has a positive solution.

(b) If X* < oo, then for X>X* it has no positive solutions.

Before proving Theorem A, we first investigate the following lemma and

propositions. The lemma is straightforward but gives a more concrete descrip-
tion of the constant X* in terms of the limit of the first eigenvalues on the level

sets of S.

Lemma 1. Suppose a function S e C°°(M) is negative somewhere and its 0-

level set Qo i1 0 • Then there is a strictly decreasing positive sequence {e,} with
o o o

e, -» 0 such that ß-£/+, c Q_£, and Q_£; e II for each i, where Q_£i is the
o

interior of Q_£,. Moreover, Q0 = D, Q-e(. and the sequence [Xx (-Ag ; Q_£,)}

of the first eigenvalues is strictly increasing and has the constant X* as its limit

X* = limXx(-Ag;h_ti).
i—»oo

Proof. By Sard's Theorem, let {e,} be a strictly decreasing positive sequence

of the regular values of S with e, —► 0. From the Implicit Function Theorem,
o

all the Q_£, are in II. Thus, this lemma follows.   D

In the following proposition, we observe that any closed set can be the 0-level

set of some nonpositive function in C°°(M).

Proposition 1. For any closed set C on M, C ^ M, there exists a nonpositive

function S e C°°(M) such that S < 0 on M\C, and its 0-level set Q0 = C.

Proof. Note that M\C is a nonempty open set. By the analysis on manifolds,

we can have a sequence {U¡} of small open sets with M\C — (J U¡ such that,

for each /, there is a function <f>¡ g C°°(M) satisfying

(pi < 0   on Ui,        <pi = 0   on M\U¡.

Let Mí>k = \4>t\ck(M) • Then 0 < Mik < Mitk+i for all k . Define a function

S tobe

S = Yt4Í-   on M.

So S is well defined in C°°(M) and meets the requirements.   D
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Remark. From Lemma 1, the sequence {fí-£/} decreases to fío » and the con-
o

stant X* is the limit of the first eigenvalues on fí_£i. It is well known that the

eigenvalues vary continuously under continuous deformations of domains (cf.

[CH]). But if the deformations of the domains are irregular, i.e., the topological

type is not preserved or some part of the domain degenerates, the analysis of
convergence of the eigenvalues is much more complicated and is a very impor-

tant topic. Thus, when fí_e is a continuous deformation of fío > the sequence
O 0 0

[Xx(-Ag ; fí-e,.)} converges to Xx(-Ag ; fío), where fío is the interior of fío .
o

In this case, the constant X* — Xx(-Ag ; fío) as in [Ou]. On the other hand, if
fí_£ is an irregular deformation of fí0 , it may be that the constant X* is not

o

equal to Xx(-Ag; fl0) (cf. Example 2).

Without assuming that S is nonpositive, we observe that for X > X* there

are no positive solutions to equation (I) in the more general case.

Proposition 2. Suppose a function S e C°°(M) is negative somewhere. If X* <
oo, then, for X>X*, equation (I) has no positive solutions.

Proof. Assume that equation (I) has a positive solution u e C°°(M) for X > X*.
Set a = min{u(x): x € M] > 0. Let the sequence {fí-£,} of the level sets be

o

obtained in Lemma 1. Thus, we may assume that X*/2 < Xx(-Ag ; fí_£|) < X*.
o

Since X > X* > Xx(-Ag; fí-£,), there is a connected open component £/_£/ of
o

fí_£, such that Xx(-Ag ; £/_E.) < X. Let </> be the eigenfunction corresponding

to the first eigenvalue Xx(-Ag ; U-e¡) :

(-Ag - X)(f> = -S(j) in U-e¡,
(j) > 0 in U-E¡,

<p = 0        ondU-E¡

where 6 = X - Xx(-Ag ; i/_£/) > 0. Using Green's Identity, we have

/        [u-zr-- <t>TT-) dSe = /     (uAgó- 6AgU)dVg
Jdu.e. \ dn     ^dnj      s     Jv_cy    s-r    r g ,     g

= /    (ö + Sua^)u<pdVg>-Ei ¡    ua(j)dVg
Ju-e¡ Ju-H

where n is the exterior unit normal and dSg is the induced measure of g on

dU-e¡. Note that d<j)/dn<0 on dU-ti. We have

Jdv-e¡ \ 9n    ^dnj     g       JBV_,..dn     g

= -aXx(-Ag;U-ti) I    cj>dVg < ~ [    <f>dVg,

so

lu    (M<T£< - Ç) W > °-
As e,; -» 0, this is a contradiction.   D
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We shall prove Theorem A as follows:

Proof of Theorem A. To prove part (a) of Theorem A, we construct a positive

upper solution u+ e C°°(M) to equation (I) for 0 < X < X*, i.e.,

AgU+ + Sua+ < -Xu+   on M.

By [KW1], there exists a positive lower solution m_ e C°°(M) to equation (I)

for X > 0, i.e., U- <u+ , and

AgU- + Sua_ > -Xu-   on M.

So, we can obtain a positive solution to equation (I) for 0 < X < X* (see
[KW1, Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8]). For 0 < X < X*, there is an open set V €
II such that K D fí0 and Xx(-Ag; V) > X. Write V = U U,¡, a union of
disjoint connected open components. Since fío is compact, we may assume

that V = Ux U • ■ • U Um . Note that Xx(-Ag ; Uk) > X for each k. Let (f>k be
the eigenfunction corresponding to the first eigenvalue Xx(-Ag ; Uk) :

(-Ag-X)4>k = ek<t>k inUk,

(¡>k>0 inUk,

<f>k = 0        on 9 Uk,

£k = ¿i(-A.£ ; £/*) - A > 0. For each Uk , we can choose a smaller connected

open set U'k in n such that U'kUdU'kcUk and V = |J £// d fío . So

(-A^-A)^=e^   on U'kUdU'k

and (¡)k > 0 on UklidUk. Let it; e C°°(M) be a positive function satisfying

w = 0*   ont/¿UoC/¿

for each k. Set u+ = cw , where c is a positive constant. Then, for any c> 0,

A^w+ + Su"+ < -Xu+   on UkUdUk.

Since max{Swa: x e M\V'} < -e for some e > 0, and -Agw - Xw is

bounded on M, letting c be large enough, we have

c"-lSwa < -Agw - Xw   on M\V,

which implies

Agu+ + Sua+ < -Xu+   on M\V.

So u+ is a positive upper solution of (I). Part (b) directly follows from Propo-

sition 2.   D

Finally, using Theorem A, we shall give an answer to the original Kazdan

and Warner problem.

Corollary 1. Equation (I) has a positive solution for all X > 0 if and only if the

function S is nonpositive on M and negative somewhere and the constant X*

for S is infinite.

Proof. Suppose equation (I) has a positive solution for all X > 0. By Propo-

sition 4.5 and 4.10 in [KW1], S < 0 on M and S is negative somewhere.
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From part (b) of Theorem A, it follows that X* = oo. Conversely, by part (a)

of Theorem A, equation (I) has a positive solution for all X > 0.   D

Corollary 1 applies to many functions S, for example, any for which ñ0 has

measure zero. However, it may even apply to fío having positive measure as

the following Example 1 shows. We also give Example 2 in which the interior of

fío is empty and X* < oo ; this gives a counterexample to Theorem 1 in [Ou].

Example 1. Suppose S e C°°(M) with S < 0 and the 0-level set fí0 being
a Cantor set C in M, i.e., Vol(C) > 0 but each connected component of C

has zero volume. (Notice that, given such a Cantor set C in M, we can use

Proposition 1 to construct such an S with fí0 = C.) By Corollary 1, it suffices

to prove that X* = oo. Note that, for any e > 0, there exists an open set V e II

with V = (j U¡:, a union of disjoint connected components, such that V d fío ,

and Vol(Ui) < e for each i. So, for any b > 0, by the lower bound of the first

eigenvalue (cf. [Li]), there exists an open set V e Tl such that V D fio and
Xx(-Ag ; V) > b, which shows that X* = oo .

Example 2. Let U e U be a connected domain in M, and let A = {xx, x2, ...}

be a countable set in U and dense in U . Denote BE(x) = {y e M: dist(y, x) <

e}. First, consider the domain Ux = U - Be¡(xx) c U as ei —► 0. Let Xx —

Xx(-Ag; U) and X(ex) = Xx(-Ag; Ux). By Proposition 1 in [Oz], X(ex) -> Xx

as et -* 0. Thus, we are able to choose ex small enough so that X(ex) < Xx + \ .

Second, if x2 $ Ux, take it out and check x$. Otherwise, consider the domain

U2 = Ux - Be2(x2) c Ux as e2 -» 0. Let X(e2) = Xx(-Ag ; U2). Since X(e2) ->

X(ex) as e2 —> 0, we can have a sufficiently small e2 such that X(e2) <Xx + \ + \.
Then we keep continuing these processes and obtain a sequence {[/,} of the

domains such that Ui+X c U¡ and X(e¡) < Xx + \ + \ H-\- j¡ < Xx + I for

all /'. By Proposition 1, we construct a nonpositive function S e C°°(M) such

that its 0-level set fi0 = f| U¡. For any open set V eU and V d fí0 , there is

some domain Uk with Uk c V. Thus, Xx(-Ag; V) < X(ek) < Xx + 1, which
implies the constant X* < oo . On the other hand, the interior of fío is clearly

empty. Thus the parameter X of [Ou] is X = +oo, and we see that Theorem A

contradicts Theorem 1 in [Ou].

II. A CONFORMALLY INVARIANT CONDITION

In this section, we shall obtain a conformally invariant condition on the

solvability of equation (*). Suppose Q(M, g) < 0 and Se C°°(M) satisfies

S < 0 in M and S < 0 somewhere. Then there exists gi = u\^n~Tlg with a

negative scalar curvature -4(n - l)X/(n - 2). Thus, we may change equation
(*) into

(I') Agiv + Sva = -Xv ,

and let the solution of (*) be u = vux.

Using the conformai Laplacian Lg¡ = -Agí - X of gi, we give the following

definition.

Definition 3. (a) For a connected open set U with one-codimensional smooth

boundary in M, define the first eigenvalue of Lgl and the Yamabe invariant of
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gx on U, respectively, to be

Xx(Lg¡;U)=     inf    <*'¿fr ,

Q(U,gx)=     inf    {<f)\L±gn)g' =    in**    llalli-A|M|2

MU-i

where ( , )?1 is the L2 -inner product with respect to the Riemannian measure

of gx and || • ||p is the Z/-norm with p = 2n/(n - 2).

(b) Denote by IT the collection of all open sets V of the form V = (j U,■,

where the union is disjoint and finite, each U¡ is open with one-codimensional

smooth boundary, and define the first eigenvalue of Lgl and the Yamabe in-
variant of gx on V, respectively, to be

Xl(Lgl;V) = M{Xi(Lgl;Ui):i},

Q(V,gx) = inf{Q(Ui,gx):i}.

Remark. It is well known that the Yamabe invariant is conformally invariant

on M (cf. [Au]). For Q(V, gx), we can use </> e Cfi°(V) to prove easily that
Q(V, gi) is also conformally invariant:

(1) Q(V,gi) = Q(V,g).

Since the 0-level set fío of S is compact, we can replace II by IT in
Definition 2. Therefore, we have

(2) X* = supUi (-Agl ; V) : V d fí0 and V e IT}

and the following corollary.

Corollary 2. Equation (Y) has a positive solution if and only if

(3) sup{Ai(Lgl ;V):VDÍi0andVen'}>0.

Proof. By Theorem A, equation (F) has a positive solution if and only if X <

X*, which implies condition (3).   G

To get a conformally invariant condition, we need a lemma as follows:

Lemma 2. For a connected open set U with one-codimensional smooth boundary

in M, Xx(Lgl ; U) > 0 if and only if Q(U, gx) > 0.

Proof. If Q(U, gx) > 0, by the Holder inequality, we have

Q(U,gx)<cXx(Lgl;U)

where the constant c = c(n, U) > 0. So Q(U, gx) > 0 implies Xx(Lgl ; U) >

0. Now we show that, if Xx(Lgl ; U) > 0, then Q(U, gx) > 0. Assume that

Q(U, gx) = 0. So there is a sequence of d)¡ e Co°(U) with \\<f>i\\p = 1 such
that

(4) ||V0/|ß-A||0/|ß-»O   as/->oo.

Since Xx(Lgl ; U) > 0, there is e > 0 such that

(5) HV^Ilf- XUiWi > *\Ml   for all /.
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It follows, from the Holder inequality and \\<f>i\\p = 1, that ||</>,||2 is bounded.
Thus, by (4) and (5), we must have

(6) H^ilb-^O   and   ||V0,'||2-> 0   as i -» oo.

By the Sobolev inequality, for </>,- eCfj°(U),

Hi\\p < c\\v<t>ih

where the constant C = C(n, p) > 0 (cf. [Li]). Thus, by (6), we have ||</>,||p ->

0 as ¡'-»oo, contradicting \\4>i\\p = 1.   □

Using Corollary 2 and Lemma 2, we give a conformally invariant condition

on the solvability of (*).

Theorem A'. Suppose Q(M, g) < 0 and S e C°°(M) satisfies S < 0 in M

and S < 0 somewhere. Equation (*) has a positive solution on M if and only

if

(7) sup{C2(F,g): VDnQandVeW}>0.

Proof. Note that equation (*) has a positive solution if and only if condition

(3) holds. From Lemma 2, condition (3) is equivalent to

(8) sup{Q(V, gx): F D fío and F e n'} > 0.

From (1), condition (7) is necessary and sufficient.

III. The case on noncompact manifolds

In this section, we shall investigate equation (*) on M = M\T, where T is
a closed smooth submanifold of dimension k and k > (n - 2)/2. First, we

consider equation

(+) Agu -u" =Su

on M. By the results in [AM, De, and Ta], equation (+) has two different

types positive solutions ux and u2 such that:

(i) for k>(n- 2)/2, Cxp-2^"-^ >ux> C2/>~2/(ff-1) as p -» 0,

(ii) for (n - 2)/2 <k<n-2, Dxp2+k~n >u2> D2p2+k-" as p -► 0,

where Cx > C2>0 and Dx > D2 > 0. Now let the metric g¡ = u]l(n~2)g on

M, where i = 1 or 2, and consider equation

(II) Aa.u; + 5it;<7 = -w   on M,

where the solution w satisfies

(iii)   Bx>w>B2 as p -> 0

for 2?i > 52 > 0. In order to find a positive solution u of (*) satisfying
asymptotic behaviour (i) or (ii), we have to find a positive solution w of (II)
satisfying (iii). Then let u = wu¡. If a solution u of (*) satisfies (i), the metric

g = M4/(n-2)g is complete on M ; if u satisfies (ii), g is not complete on M.
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Definition 4. Suppose a function S e C°°(M) satisfies

-AX<S<-A2   as/?->0,

for Ax > A2 > 0. Define the constant p* for the 0-level set fío of S under
the metric g¡ by

p* = sup{Xx(-Agi; Vy.QoC V, VudV c M and V eTl}.

Remark. The metric g¡ is singular on T, but the hypothesis on S ensures that

fio is compact in M, and hence Xx(-Ag. ; V) is finite for some V d fio .
Using the same process as in Theorem A, we can obtain the following theo-

rem.

Theorem B. Suppose a function SeC°°(M) is nonpositive and satisfies

-AX<S<-A2   asp->0,

for Ax>A2>0. Then,

(a) for p* < 1 equation (II) has no positive solutions satisfying (iii), and
(b) for p* > 1 equation (II) has a positive solution w satisfying (iii).

By analogy to Theorem A', we can write Theorem B in a conformally in-

variant form.

Theorem B'. Suppose a function S£C°°(M) is nonpositive and satisfies

-Ax <S< -A2   as p -> 0,

for Ax > A2 > 0.
(a) When Q(M, g) > 0, equation (*) has a positive solution satisfying (i) or

(ii).
(b) When Q(M, g) < 0, equation (*) has a positive solution satisfying (i) or

(ii) if and only if

sup{Q(V,g):Q0C V, VudV cM and V£ll'}>0.

Proof. By Theorem B and the proof of Theorem A', equation (*) has a positive

solution satisfying (i) or (ii) if and only if

sup{ö(F,g):fi0c V, VudV CM and Fen'}>0,

which implies (b). When Q(M, g) > 0, this condition certainly holds, which
shows (a).
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